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IN TRODUC TION ;

The development of siliceous cored armor is an attempt to provide

fo" combat vehicles some measure of defense against shaped charges and

HE rounds without overburdening the tank with excessive weight or

reducing its efficiency against conventional armor piercing ammunition.

This development wns initiated in 1552 at the request of CoAC tc

provide some means for protecting vehicles against shaped charges. 71,e

guide lines that were estaolished emphasized the development of oui).t-

in protection against shaped charge projectiles without sacrificing e
protection against kinetic energy projectiles.

The capauility of most materials for defeating shaped charres

follows a so-called density law which states that the ,enetration of

shaped charge jets is proportional to the square root of the shaped

charge liner density divided by the square root of the target density.

Consequently, on a weight oasis, lighter targets are more advantngeous

than heavier targets. However, the use o, massive quantities of low

density material is not desirajle for oovious design reasons There-

fore, the material desired is tnat which is an exception to this

density law. The most noteworthy of these is glass. Under proper con-

ditions, the stopping power of glass exceeds that of armor steel on a

thickness basis and in many cases glas3 is more than twice as good as

steel on a thickness oasis. Te development of siliceous cored armor

is an effort to utilize this phenomenon of glass in a practical manner.

Some discussion relative to the phenomenal stopping power of glass

would be appropri. te at this point.
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glass in a vit.reouts 3&t~r-U1 4 1± dne nOt flow p..ti

cally.under ordinaimt lmdad6_-_J.. aJf ittheoretically should mever

flow platicall under A..la& lth _ A g h.ts modulus of elAsti-

city is relatively low. as compared totateel, -t is approximately

10,000,000 pauni.per aquArAL 6 ... Its, alaatiL limit is high. Uhen

a shaped charge impacMs glass, the. ligh. astic. limit of the glass

is brought into play in- atopping. the. jet.. If the jet were pene-

tratin.g a metal torget, such as steel, .tha.force of the jet elements

would cause the.steel to .flow plastically, allowing progressively

increasing, undisturbed travel to. trailing.. elementa. In the pene-

tration of glaad, however, the- glasa inteada . ..Ilowing plastically,

rebounds after the compressive sho~ck va&.and, in effect, radially

bombarda the oncoming jet particlas cauai .dAiaruption of the jet

symmetry. Ay.residual steel. backing can thus better withstand the

perturbated attack. ThisB.haa .beeA.substantiated with flaah radio-

graphs, and with high. speed phatograp hof. jeta.merging from metal-

lic and glass targets. (F.gure I).

In this photograph th. jet is. seen as. It is perfectly aligned

in air and an it is after peet ratig 1,. 2.and 3 inchos of glass.

It can be noted that the alignmeat of- tha Jet becomes increasingly

disturbed with the increaaing thicknaa-Df gPlass, in addition to

the fact that a good portion of tho jet is missing.

The characteristic.of .glas whichballowa it to absorb the

energy of the jet avd ise this energy to attack the jet has been

given the term welaatic rebound!. Thia.propty of Oelastic
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rebwM.plsy* aninareaing -Amprt4-part in, the ba llistic pro-

tee~ianafforded far.vehicles..-i s.I.axenoe 1 . -1lss.absorbs 4nd stores

a part, of the energy af.the.attackiig pkrojactila .vhether kinetic or

non-kinetic, and ubaaquently, .this- ener. in -zalwaaed back in the

direction- of the. a:tqck.ag .ou~d.__.Beoa of .thias, kinetic mnergy

attack on siliceous- aored.armorm.-cZa.- uiderable surfaeg dam-

age to the outside laer -of .the& aii aus cred armor. HRwever,

the. interior aurfaae. of...the .cazting_ vex~y often. does not show arW

effect of the attack since..alch of tha. ensa. haa. not been transmitted.

In diaciunsionu reiatim&to- the e f fecinsan of siliceous cored

armor, much credenc. will-. P1 la.. on -the. Th..r, aff ective thickness

of tbhe silica. It has, been showna. that tha-M jof-ilics, varies with

its overall thicknesaaand~.theangleAt_ which the Aihped charge at-

tacks it. Thin slabs ..ailic a. have -very highTE3's in thp neighbor-

hood of -three. - That is. to. sa. -that,.. 1l-nchx.of silica is equivalent

to 3 inches of steel. in. def eati n Ahaped. chages. Bowvevrp as the

silica increame in- thickness.. 1heL. cabilitj..ot succeeding thick-

nesses of silica is. dinisjhad. __ ThAreforeJ._ _incbes Of Silica will

have a TZ of 1.5 making. it- eqmivtlazt -to-6 -inchee, of steel. Bearing

this in mind,. it must be._re.liz@J_.that_ when silica is placed at

obliquity-, sauch. z&. 600-, the of factime thicknauz.doiables. Therefoare,

Iinohesa of silica At 60* preent atoan on&Wig jet, 8 inches of

silica and consequently,. the TI naVAropAto.a..a.ie of 1 or lea&.

Although there is .a decrease Lu-TI,. mith. Aa.in~craae In thickness of

silica, there. iS -A weight, pAyoff -in- ui~iLaighicker sections of

iFIDWT4AL



CONFIDNTIAL
silica in defeating shaped charges. For eaxwle, 4 inches of silica

at f0o on a weight basis is 3 1/2 times as effective as an equivalent

weight of steel in defeating shaped charges.

The IXMO hull in steel, is designed to present 3.A inches of

armor at 650. This provides 9 inches of steel in the path of the

shaped charge projectile. If siliceous cored armor i utilized in

this and 1 inch of steel is removed and replaced with 4 inches of

silica, the effective stopping power is increased to a value of ap-

proximately 13.5 inches. Consequently, a 50% increase in protection

is provided against shaped charges without any significant increase

in weight. This level of protection in the hull is quite adequate in

defeating most types of shaped charges as will be shown late- in the bal-

listic test results.

In the Dq(0 turret, the level of protection afforded is even

greater than on the hull. This is because the turret contains

heavier armor sections and consequently the utilization of siliceous

cored armor in the turret can provide almost complete invulnerability

to the direct fired shaped charge weapons which may be utilized by an

enemy.

Clift WWaNQihAL
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SILIEOU$ CORED ARMOR VS.

KINETIC UERG1 PROJECTILES

In order t) assess the capability of siliceous cored armor to

defeat kinetic er, rgy projectiles, a rather comprehensive program of

firings was conducted in 17-h and 1955. This program provided the

evaluation of siliceous cored armor panels with a variety of core

arrangements against projectiles ranging in size from 57mm to 120mm.

From these tests it was concluded that siliceous cored armor panels,

6 inches to 8 inches in thickness, compare favorably with cast homo-

geneous armor on a weight basis. Table I summarizes the results of

this program.

With the establishment of an educational program to train

foundries in the manufacture of siliceous cored armor, additional

thick panels were obtained. These panels represented the initial

effort of the various large armor producers to manufacture siliceuus

cored armor and do not necessarily represent the current capaoilities

of these foundries. These panels were evaluated against 90mm and

120mm AP projectiles and the results are depicted in Table II.

It is apparent from this table, that on the average, most of the

foundries are quite capable of manufacturing siliceous cored armor

with an adequate level of protection against kinetic energy projec-

tiles.

The XM60 is designed to provide protection against 100nm AF

projectiles at 15OO yards. The firings into the hulls and turrets

of t similar configu.otion to the XM60, substantiated the ballistic

6 CONFIDENTIAL
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TAL I - BALLISTIC T 3T SUOaRl OF SILI L,)06 CoWQD CAST AJ. UI I;L6A~n S
TESTED DUhING PEPloD oF JUNE 1954 TO AUGUsr 195.5

PROJECTILE - 76MY APCM62

Equiv
Thickness Steel Army Army Ballistic
(Inches) TV-ck Ubliq dallistic L~.mnt of Squiv
Front Core 3ack (Ins) ILegrees Limit (fps) Cast Armor (fps)

1 3 2 3.86 35 Av 2521 /350

FhuJECTILE - 90MM AP T33

1 2 3 4.64 V 2843 2 650

1 2 3 4.5! 55 -; 3149 2,lh0

1 3 2 3.86 55 2816 2i50

L.21 55 .881 1. (es'.:mate)

L 3 5.1 l4 55 ' ;P 31 l 3050 (esuimate)

PhOJECTILh 90MM HVAP- i304

1 2 2 4.57 60 3968 -' Muzzle Velocaty

1 3 2 3.86 60 38144 3750 (estimate)

P1FJC'ILE- 120MM Ai- 116Y 4

1 2 2 L.57 60 - 2660 2i10

I 3 4 5.86 L5 2930 2 30 (et tae
(Approx)

1 4 3 ..14 45 217 7 2200 ( t. P

i 4 3 5 .14 60 -268a 25%;

1 2 5 6.57 V *P3205 3100

CONFoENTIAL



CNIIENT[IAL
TALE II - KINETIC ENERGY FLJJECTIL4S VS. S1CIAL AR;Muh PLATE

Special
Armor
Plate 1.ffect of Striking

Company Frojectile. Thick a Plate Veloc it L (i-)
General 90mm AP T33 7" 550 PP(P) 2(28 fps
GS 2671 " " " CP(P) 2852 f 2?90 fps

Plate 2/422

Coatlinental " " " " FP(P) 2814 fps 13L f-)

Heat 8153 " " CP(P) 2,22 fps
Plate #3

Pittsburgh " " CP(P) 2836 fps N; 8L

Plate #2 Drastic Plate Failure

Scullin , " " PP(P) 2862 fps NO L
Heat M5328 " " PF(F) 2936 fps 11' - ePlate #7 "; " ":(F) 3023 3frs, 3033. fu s

"irdsb3ro lqae # -I -i-(P) 2 : .f-s ! L
CfP(P) 21' .2 fps 27?' fpz

4w Cast @ 550 2r85 fps
NorE: Wt. of 4" Cast Armor Wt. of I" Special tumor

General 120mm A? Tll6W 8" 600 Pr(i-)CP(A) 2949 fps NQ 5L
HEAT GS 2670 Severe Face Plate Displacement
Plate #1/342

Continental 90mm AP T33 " 400 i(F) 2935 fps 3L (F'

Heat 8153 " " " " CP(P) 3003 fps 2980 fps

Plate #2 FP(P) 2957 fps

Pittsourgh " " " PP(?) 2639 fps Nu 3L
Plate #4 ," U " " PP(P) 2700 fps

Severe Face Plate Displacement

Scullin " " " " PP(P) 2L48 fps NO
Heat M5329 " " "" PF(P) 2845 fps
Plate #2 " " " " PP(P) 2890 fps

(280) 5" Cast Armor w/120m & 600 - 2924 fps
5" Cast Armor w/90m 4 400 - 2675 fps

NOM s Wt. of 5" Cast Armor z Wt. of 6" Special Armor

8 CONFIDENTIAL
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COfIDENTIAL
capability of the siliceous cored armor to iiest this requirement.

One of the problems in the development of siliceous cored armor

that has caused some concern is the effect of damage resultirng from

incomplete penetrations from AP projectiles. A severe case of this

is shown in Figure II.

You will note the front surface is badly ripped open from a

partial penetration by a 105mm AP projectile. 11he primary reason

for this condition is found in the 'elastic rtbound" capabiilty of

siliceous cored armor. Although figure I1 shows a nadly torn outside

surface: the round did not penetrate or even bow the inside of the

hull. Nevertheless, it is quite possiole to reduce this effect by

maintaining the thickness of the outside skin to 1 inch min.jaum.

Figure III shows another hull of the same desin manufiactured

in the program. You will note that this hull does not contain any

extraordinary damage due to partial or eomplte penetrations. The

damage incurred can be compared with the damape -:crued in a solid

steel casting of a similar design. (Figure IV),

A further examination of the interior of the two hulls shows

the effects of attack by both 105mm AP rounds and shaped charpe

projectiles. (Figures V and VI).

Tle te~jts on the siliceous cored armorturret did not produ e

any extraordinary damage pattern. Therefore, the following can De

concluded:

a. Siliceout cored armor on an equal weight basis provides

equivalent kinetic energy protection to cast homogeneous armor.

SCONFIDENTIAL
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B3001/9 SASERD&EN PROVIN GrwOUND 17 June 1958
Project OTAC-1A34. Ballistic Testinag of Special Turret Yld Bull Front
Rose Castings,

Nzterior view of General Steol Castings Hull Front End, Serial Not
1. Attacked with 90m, HEAT,, T1063400 3,5" Rocket and lO5mm, AP,
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CONFIDENTIAL

B3 0080 IAERDrrN PROVING GROUND S17 June 1958

Project OTAC-/1.34. Ballistic Testing of Special Turret and Hull Front

Nose Castings.
r ~Interior view of General Steel Castings Hull Front Ends Sorial Mc* 1.
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B2FP700 CONFIDFN~TIAL ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND 14 Ftbruary 9

Prrject TT2-7e2/51. BRIlistic Evaflusin rf T95 Ti'ink &Cntino;.3.
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CONROENTIAL
b. The damage caused by Al shot can W controlled by rigidly

specifying a minimum outside thickness.

1 M
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*OF[NTIAL
SILICE UJ GCj kL AM LE V .

hFAT ANI H.P QUhINTj FITINGS

The prurary reason for the considftratin of siliceous cored

armor in the XM60 is that this type of armor can provide a good

measure of protection againat shaped charge penetration without

overo.urdening the vehicle with ex, essive weight. The capaoility

of siliceous cored armor in defeating various shaped charles is

dependent upon many factors. As has oeen pointed out [)eviou,.9y,

the thickness of silica in the path of the jet determines t(; n

great extent the equivalent tUick:iess of the silica as compared tc

steel armor. other factors which play an important part are the

efficiency of the shaped charge ana the foundry techniques utilizd

in the manufacturing of the casting. It has oeen ouserved that

castings manufactured by untrained foundries have a tenden.y to how.,

resulting most assuredl-. in a daviage.! interior .ore, howevt:r, Lhe

capaoility of foundries in producing imi-rcved siliceous cored armor

has been demonstrated in this progrqm and it can readily he epeted

that production runs of siliceous cored armor will be of acceptable

quaiity.

There is considerable data available from Carnegie Institute :f

Technoloay and from Aberdeen Proving Gruund relative to firings of a

variety of shaped charges into siliceou.. cored armor. In these firings,

the equivalent thickness of 4 inches of fused silica has varied from

values as low as .6 to values as high as 1.6. For the saxe of analy

sis, only the data obtained on the hulls and turrets will be considered

for evaluation.

16 CONFIDENTAL
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The Development and Proof Services at Aberdeen Proving Ground

have tested one steel T95 type hull and 6 siliceous cored armor

hulls of equivalent design. These hulls were evaluated using the

90mm T108 HEAT round fired dynamically and 3 1/2 inch HIEAT rounds

statically detonated. Of 22 obse.-vations outained from a direct

frontal attauk at 650 obliquity, 11 rounds pave 0 or less residual

penetration into the mild steel witness packets placed behind the

armor. On the other hand, when these rounds were fired at similar

all steel halls, residual mild steel penetrations of L 1/2 inche s

to 7 inches were observed. Since tntv hulls containing siliceous

cured armor had approximately the same weight as the all steel hulls,

it can oe concluded that additional protection has oeen achieved

without any significant increase in weight. Turrets, similar to the

one designed for the XM60, were manufactured from uoth solid steel

and siliceous cored armor. These were tested against 1061mit M3Li

HE1AT rounds (dynamically fired) and 3 1/2 inch h.AT rounds (static-

ally detonated). The 3 1/2 inch hFAT round could not penetrate the

siliceous cored armor whereas the solid steel turret provide" mila

steel residual penetration of 1.83 inches. The 106mm M3hh HAT

round produced a mild steel residual penetration in the saliceooz

cored armor averaging less than 1/3 of an inh, whereas tne solid

steel turret provided an average residual penetration of 6 inches.

unce acain, the weight of these turrets was approximately equivalent

for both solid steel and siliceous cored armor. The data on the

HEAT round firings into solid steel r.nd siliceous cored armor has

17 CONFIDENTIAL
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been summarized and is presented in Table III. In obtaining the

average values utilized in this taule it will oe noted that the

siliceous cored armor results are depicted as some value less than

that reported. This is aecause the siliceous cored armor in flany

instances had zero (0) penetration or less and since it was not

practical to obtain the minus residual penetration value5, minus

residual penetrations were arbitrarily called zero. Consequently,

the average reaidual penetration reported is actually greater than

the average residual penetration obtained.

6arly in the program some experiments were conducted utilizing

90mm HU? T11L4E3 projectiles againit siliceous cored armor. The tar- e
gets selected were only L inches thick and cont.ained only 1 or 2

inches of silica cores. However, it is interesting to note that Qf

the I rounds fired arainst these relatively thin light weight targets

only one of the L rounds defeated the target and even this defeat pro.

duced a mechanism of ductile failuie considered quite contrary to the

type of defeat generally noted with hIP projectiles. Ordinarily when

a HEP round defeats armor it throws off a large spall on the rear of

the plate causing considerable damage. This did not occur in any of

these firings. If the silioeous cored armor test had been of tne

size and configuration utilized in this evaluation, there is no doubt.

that 100% protection against ha? ammunition would have oeen achieved.

Figure VII shows the front and b;rk surface of a L inch siliceous

cored armor plate after being attack by a 90mm HiP round.

From the above it can be concluded that the utilization of sili-

ceous cored armor in the XM60 will result in the following:

18 CONFIDENTiAL
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a. A high level of HkAT round protection in the hull and

turret from frontal attack.

b. Invulnerability for the front hull and turret from

HIEP round attack.

2
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31LIEOUS COFED ARMOR VS HE POUND FIRINGS.
TESTS AGAIS HIGH EIPLOSIVES

In line with the overall evaluation of the -apability of sili-

ceous cored armor, a program was established to teat two hull

castinga against high explosive shells.

The first hull was impacted with 6 120am HE rounds. The fuze

setting on two of tP rounds wa superquick and the other four maxi-

mum deLay. The obliquity of the casting (650) uas selected for the

initial firings and then lowered to 4 in an effort to obtain

failure. The striking velocity of all the rounds was approxlmately

2300 fps which represents the velocity of the 120rm projectile at

1000 yda. After completion of the firings, two (2) 3 1/2 inch

rocketc were statically detonated on the castings to establish

whether a loss in the shaped charge protection was obtaLined.

The second hull was impacted with two 120mm HE rounds and three

l05mm H3 rounds. The fuze settings on the 120c rounds and two of

the three OSxmm HE rounds were at maximum delay. One 105m round

used a fute setting of superquick. The obliquity of the casting for

0 0
the 120rm fired was set at 30 and 0 . The obliquity for the 105mm

firings was 650 and 00. The results of all the firings on a round

by round basis are given in Table 4.

From these tests it is qcite obvious that siliceous cored

armor, as represented by the bulls, is quite capable of maintaining

its integrity against 12Omm and 105mm HE rounds at obliquities

ranging from 00 to 650 with superquick and/or maximum delay fate

22
O



TAiL I "iT SUIRARY uF'SLI~u CaizJ) AIAJkh HJLL6 V12 hE rhyJi CflLU.J

WILLNU, 3

.. Sze Ublq.Ve I- cI ty
No. ra) Degrees LL1 nZ p iiarna;,

1120 65 Supex'quick 2304 No Liamage

2 120l 65 2319 Fa, e ?"' cr a,-
Lef crmnt.on I i 'J
Rea'r 2 fini.? r4
2 1/2"', 2 5,',"," Largr:

3i1:0 Max. 1kt1d) 2:3 13 5 ~

Hair CraA 3", itulge
Hear -Large -udge '2'
befor-ktior. 3" ' '3'* I

213 Face l.ecrw: l!",
bo3 p th uf Dtuf _'.at xn>

1 1/4"
hear 2 1,"nair

5165 2.307 Fa.-e *. faca zrack'i

3 / 1 /

7 .3.511 hFAT 65
6tatically Detonated 12" frxin cunter of hit hi., .C.urplcte 1'eret 'atiori

in Mild Steel, 1'L&"H

8 1.5" HFAT 65
otat"Ically Letonated in Certer cT hit #3 ~ n e&}~r~~~

Fenetra'ioln Residual.
in Mild -Atc,3, 14..S"

23- CONFIDENTIAL
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TA,1t IV - - : . .. t' F wiT E d L Ahi-lh PjL VS. HE PR-C"lLES

huLL NO. 2

Round Size Ooliq. Velocity
No. ( Drees F fps D amage

1 120 39 Mar.. DelsV 2325 Face - Depth of Leform-
ation 3", norizontal

Crack 2", tongue crack,
3 3/1", 3 1/4"
hear - 2 fine cracks,
I", 3/", Slght Bulge

2 120 0 0 2310 Face - ,light rupture
at apex of hit, 2 face
cracks, 3/8", 2 3/4"
Inside - 2 fine cracks
3", 3 1/2", Slight
oulge

3 105 65 " 2395 Face - leformation
3/0", No cracks
hear - No Damage

i05 0 " 2394 Face - Deformation
e 1/2", 3 face cracks
h", 3 3/8", i 31-1"
hear - Tonziie Crack
1 1/2" by 2

105 0 Superquick 2398 iace - Deforma:..on
1 5/6', no cracks
hear - No Lamage

24A
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settinga.

Further, it was established that repeated impacts in the one

area, does not alter the capability of the casting in maintaining its

front sarface.

It also can be observed from Table 4 that the siliceous cored

armor maintains a high level of HFAT round protection after impact

from HE rounds except for those arem damaged by the impact.

Figure VIII shows the first hull after impacta from 6 12ins HE

rounds and two (2) 3 1/2 inch rockets statically detonated.

Figure It shows the interior of the same hull.

Figure I shows the results of the second huUl impacted with

120mm HE round at. 30 and 00 obliquities and from l05mm HE rounds at

65 and 00 obliqui$ ies.

Figure XI is the interior of this casting.

From the above, it can be concluded that

a. Siliceoue cored armox in the design considered for the

XM60 will afford adequate protection against impacts from large

caliber HS rounds.

b. After impacta with large caitber HE rounds siliceou&

cored armor will maintain prmtoction against HUT i. unds except in

those areas directly damaged by the HE f'irings.

25-CONFIDENTiAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
REPAIR OF CA.. ?IN3

IN THE FIELDP

The partial penetration into siliceous cored armor by lawge

caliber, high velocity, kinetic energy projectiles causes consider-

able damage to the fused silica core. It w.s therefore determined

that if this armor was to be a practical field matarial, a simple

repair procedure had to be developed utilizing readily available

materials and equipment.

Several castings that were severely battered by repeated im-

pacts from kinetic energy and non-kinetic energy projectiles were

repaired at Aberdeen Proving Ground utilizing only equipment and

materials that are readily available in the field.

Special precautions, beat repair practices, and high qVality

workmanship of +he type regired in production fabrications, were

purposely not adhered to. The actual repairs reflect a compromise

between quality, simplicity, and expediency. Some improvements

could be achieved by complicating repair procedures making greater

demands on skill and substantially increasing the repair time.

Uhenever possibl. the original armor was rewelded back in position

after t iv: bpen dislodged. Austenitic electrodes which do not re-

qire an) preheating or postheating were used for the repairing.

Small patches of rolled homogeneous armor were utilised when the

original armor was not available. Since it was not likely that

fussd silica of adequate size and dimension would be available on

the battlefield, a commercial concrete mixture called OSakretew
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was obtained to fill any gap in the core resulting from the firing.

Figure 12 shows the equipment at Aberdeen Proving Ground utilized in

the repair procedure. Figures 13 and 14 show two hulls which had

various degrees of damage and were repaired. After repair was com-

pleted, the hulls were subjected to additional testa with both lO0nuu

IP ammunition and 3 1/2 inch statically detonated HEAT rounds.

Results of these tests on the repaired castingsL indicated a

good level of shaped charge protection could be achieved. The reason

for this is that low density concrete has a TE value of approximately

.6 and therefore, is twice as good as steel in defeating shaped

charges on a weight basis. However, against impacts from 105mm AP

ammunition, the level of protection was lowered from a ballistic L
limit of approximately 2950 fps to a ballistic limit of approx-

imately 2350 fps. This means that in the repair area there is a

loss of protection against 100mm kinetic energy projectiles from 1500

yds t,, approximately 3500 yds. It should be pointed out, however

that plug welded steel armor also suffers a high loss of ballistic

protection. It can be concluded that

a. Siliceoua cored armor castings can be repaired in the

field using materials and equipment that are readily available to

the Army.

b. These repaired castings will afford a high level of

protection against shaped charge but a loss in the protection against

100mm AP amunition in those areas that have been repaired.
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93206 Ar.RF.ENPROINGGROND 2 Auust195

ProJeot OTAC-A34o Ballistic Testing and Repair of Special Armor
Catings,

Overall view of,.?ield Repair Station showing equipment used In
accomplishing repairs.
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B329ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND 13 August M9e

ProJect OTAC-I/134* Ballistic Testing and Repair of Special Armor
Cas tings 9

Front view of Pittsburgh Hull No. 2 after completion of repairs*
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B32049 SABERDEEN PROVING GROUND 328 Auagust 198
Project OTAC-I/134., Ballistic Testing and Repair of Special ArmorCastings.

Exterior view of Continental's Hull No* 3 after completion of repairs.
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INRODENTIAL
PROLUCTION CAPABILITIES - FOUNLRIES

If siliceous cored armor is to be considered for the M460 taik,

production capability must ne established by 1 April 1960. This

requires the completion of the educational program by the major

foundries concerned with casting heavy hulls and turrets for vehicles

and the establishment of a facility to fabricate the fused silica

cores that will be utilized in the castings.

The educational order for the production of siliceous t;ored

armor by the large foundries can be subdivided into three phases;

Phase I required the foundries to manufacture thick plates. Phase

II required the manufacture of 3 hulls and 3 turrets by each foundry

and Phase III required the manufacture of two additional hulls and

turrets from the foundries incorporating design changes for the

improvement of the ballistic protection. As of the date of this

report, Phase I and Phase II have oeen completed by all the foundries

except one, and Phase III hAs been initiated.

Although it has been calculated that the utilization of siliceous

cored armor will cause a slight increase in weight due to an increase

in volume, the actual production experience to date indicates the

weight of siliceous cored armor hulls and turrets did not exceed those

experienced in the manufacture of the all steel hulls and turrets of

similar design.

There is no doubt that when required, the larger foundries exper-

ienced in manufacturing of hulls and turrets will have sufficient

education to manufacture these hulls and turrets out of siliceous cored
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armor for the XM60 production. Since the placing of the silica

cores in the mold cavity does not represent a novel technique to

founJries, it is not expected that the incorporation of siliceous

cored armor will require any new facility or any particular signi-

ficant time delay in production capability in the foundries.

Figure 15 shows a typical fused silica core mounted and ready to

De placed in the mold for casting, Figure 16 is a completed sili-

ceous cored armor casting. Figure 1 shows the type of core that

was utilized in the turrets tested at Aberdeen Proving Ground and

manufactured under Phase II of the program. Figure 18 shows the 9

simplified turret design that is being considered for the XM60

turret.

It can therefore oe concluded that production capability of

the foundries will not oe impaired by tie introduction of siliceous

cored armor into hulls and turrets in the XM60,

a
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CONFIORIIAL
PRODUCTION CAPA ILITY:

FUSM SILICA COPE

The major problem that must be overcome in providing siliceous

cored armor for the IM60 is the establishment of an adequate pro-

duction facility for the manufacture of fused silica cores. since

the fused silica utilized in the armor is considerably larger both

in area and weight than.an..other application of fused silica- in

this country, it was necessary to establish a facility capable of

manufacturing these larger cores. Sch a facility has been developed

and is in operation at the Amersil Company in Hillside, New Jersey.

However, the capability of this facility is only sufficient for pilot

production and will not be adequate for production runs required for

the XM60. It has been estimated that one year will be required to

construct additional facilities to meet production requirements of

the XM60. Consequently, funds must be made available at the earliest

possible date in order to meet production requirements. The current

prototype facility was designed to manAifacture sufficient silica to

build 6 tanks a month. With minor changes to equipment, this pro-

duction can be increased to supply silica for 12 tanks per month.

However, the utilization of siliceous cored armor in full scale a

production will require the construction of additional facilities at

the earliest possible time. It will be possible during this interim

priod to stock pile some silica from the current facility in case a

slight delay is experienced in the allocation of fundsi however, the

funds must bo made available in early 1959, if production schedules

for the IM60 are to be met.
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CONCLUSIONS

From the information and material presented in this report,

the following conclusions relative to the utilization of siliceous

cored armor in the XM60 can be mades

a. Siliceous cored armor will not lioer the kinetic

energy projectile protection afforded by the hull and turret.

b. Siliceous cored armor will provide a high level of

HEAT round protection in the hull and turret from frontal attack.

c. Siliceous cored armor sill provide invulnerability

for the front hull and turret from HEP round attack.

d. Siliceous cored aimor will not be defeated by large

caliber HE rounds at any angle of attack.

e. After impacts with large caliber HE rounds, siliceous

cored armor will maintain protection against HEAT rounds except in

those areas directly damaged by the HE firings.

f. Siliueous corel armor castings can oe satisfactorily

repaired in the field utilizing materials and equipment currently

available to the using forces.

g. Repaired castings will maintain high levels of protec-

tion against HEAT and HE? round attacks out will suffer a loss of

protection against kinetic energy projectile attack.

h. When production is required for the XM60, sufficient

education will be available in the large foundries concerned with

the manufacture of hulls and turrets.
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i. If siliceous cored amor is to be used in the XM60

expeditious action will have to be taken to establish a productinn

facility for fused silica cores.
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